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We give sufficient coefficient conditions for normalized harmonic functions to
map onto either starlike or convex regions. These conditions are also shown to be
necessary when the coefficients are negative. This leads to distortion bounds and
extreme points. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A continuous function f s u q i¨ is a complex-valued harmonic func-
tion in a domain D ; C if both u and ¨ are real harmonic in D. In any
simply connected domain we can write
f s h q g , 1 .
where h and g are analytic in D. We call h the analytic part and g the
co-analytic part of f. A necessary and sufficient condition for f to be
< X . < < X . <locally univalent and sense-preserving in D is that h z ) g z in D.
w xSee 2 .
 .Denote by S the class of functions f of the form 1 that are harmonicH
 < < 4univalent and sense-preserving in the unit disk D s z : z - 1 for which
0 .  .  .f 0 s f 0 y 1 s 0 and by S the subclass of S for which F 0 s 0.z H H z
Observe that S reduces to S, the class of normalized univalent analyticH
functions, if the co-analytic part of f is zero.
In this note, we will look at various subclasses of S0 , so that h and gH
may be expressed as
` `
n nh z s z q a z , g z s b z . 2 .  .  . n n
ns2 ns2
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Let SU 0 and K 0 be the subclasses of S0 consisting of functions f thatH H H
map D onto starlike and convex domains, respectively. We further denote
by TU 0 and TK 0 the subclasses of SU 0 and K 0 , respectively, whoseH H H H
coefficients g s h q g take the form
` `
n nh z s z y a z , a G 0; g z s y b z , b G 0. 3 .  .  . n n n n
ns2 ns2
Many of the standard results for S and its subclasses have no harmonic
analog. For example, some functions in S have growth larger thanH
  .2 .  . z  . . 00 1r 1 y r r ª 1 , H f t rt dt may be in K even though f is not0 H
even univalent, the Caratheodory extension theorem does not hold, and
the hereditary property for convex conformal maps fails in the harmonic
w xcase. See 2 .
We will investigate comparisons between harmonic functions f s h q g
 .whose coefficients are of the form 3 and their analytic counterpart. See
w x4 . In the sequel, we shall assume that f s h q g, where h and g are
 .  .either of the form 2 or 3 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
 . w x < <  .For f s h q g of the form 2 , it was shown in 3 that a F n q 1 2nn
. < <  . . U 0 w xq 1 r6, b F n y 1 2n y 1 r6 for f g S . It was shown in 2 thatn H
< <  . < <  . 0a F n q 1 r2, b F n y 1 r2 for f g K . All results are sharp. Wen n H
thus have necessary coefficient conditions for these classes. We now give
sufficient conditions, which we will show are also necessary when f is of
 .the form 3 .
 . `  < < < <.THEOREM 1. If f of the form 2 satisfies  n a q b F 1, thenns2 n n
f g SU 0.H
Proof. Note first that
` `
X Xny1 ny1< < < <h z G 1 y n a r ) n b r G g z , .  . n n
ns1 ns2
so that f is locally univalent and sense-preserving. It suffices to show that
  iu ..­r­u arg f re ) 0, 0 F u - 2p , 0 - r - 1. We have
`
iu iu inu yinu nf re s re q a e q b e r , .  . n n
ns2
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and
­ ­
iu iuarg f re s lm log f re .  . .  /­u ­u
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny11 q  n a e y b e r .ns2 n ns Re
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny1 51 q  a e q b e r .ns2 n n
1 q A z .
[ Re .
1 q B z .
Setting
1 q A z 1 q w z .  .
s , 4 .
1 q B z 1 y w z .  .
 iu . <  . <we will have ­r­u arg f re ) 0 if w z F r. But
A y B
w z s .
2 q A q B
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny1 n y 1 a e y n q 1 b e r .  .ns2 n ns ,
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny12 q  n q 1 a e y n y 1 b e r .  .ns2 n n
so that
` < < < < n y 1 a q n q 1 b r .  .ns2 n n
w z F . . ` < < < <2 y  n q 1 a q n y 1 b r .  .ns2 n n
`  < < < <.This last expression is bounded above by r if and only if  n a q bns2 n n
F 1.
 . ` 2 < < < <.COROLLARY 1. If f of the form 2 satisfies  n a q b F 1, thenns2 n n
f g K 0 .H
U 0 w x z  . . 0Proof. For f g S it is shown in 1 that H f z rz dz g K , whereH 0 H
integration is along the line segment from 0 to z. The result now follows
from Theorem 1.
Unlike in the analytic case, a function harmonic starlike or even
. < < < <harmonic convex when z s R need not be univalent for z - R. How-
ever, the coefficient bounds of Theorem 1 do provide us with a sufficient
condition for univalence.
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, f is also harmonic
uni¨ alent in D.
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 .  .Proof. If g z ' 0, then f z is analytic and the univalence of f
 .follows from its starlikeness. If g z k 0 and z / z , then1 2
f z y f z g z y g z .  .  .  .1 2 1 2G 1 y
h z y h z h z y h z .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
` n n b z y z .ns2 n 1 2s 1 y
` n nz y z q  a z y z .  .1 2 ns2 n 1 2
` < < n bns2 n
) 1 y G 0,
` < <1 y  n ans2 n
which proves univalence.
Remark. The restrictions in Theorem 1 placed on the moduli of coeffi-
cients enabled us to conclude for arbitrary rotations of the coefficients of f
that the resulting functions would still be harmonic starlike and univalent.
Our next theorem establishes that such coefficient bounds cannot be
improved.
 . U 0 ` THEOREM 2. For f of the form 3 , f g T if and only if  n a qH ns2 n
.b F 1.n
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we need only show that f f TU 0 if theH
coefficient condition does not hold. For this case, we will show that f is
 . `  . nnot even univalent. Setting z s r ) 0, we have f r s r y  a q b rns2 n n
X . `  . ny1 X . X .and f r s 1 y  n a q a r . Since f 0 s 1 and f 1 - 0, therens2 n n
X .must exist an r , r - 1, for which f r s 0. Hence, r is a local max for0 0 0 0
 .  .  .f r and f r is not 1-1 on the real interval 0, 1 .
 . U 0COROLLARY 1. For f of the form 3 , f g T if and only if f is harmonicH
uni¨ alent.
U 0 2 <  . < 2  < < .COROLLARY 2. If f g T , then r y r r2 F f z F r q r r2 z s r .H
2 2The result is sharp, with equality for z y z r2 and z y z r2.
`  . `  .Proof. Noting that 2 a q b F  n a q b F 1, we havens2 n n ns2 n n
` `




n 2 2f z G r y a q b r G r y r a q b G r y r r2. .  .  . n n n n
ns2 ns2
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U 0  < < 4  .COROLLARY 3. If f g T , then w : w - 1r2 ; f D .H
Proof. This covering result follows from the left hand inequality in
Corollary 2.
Remark. If the co-analytic part of f in Theorems 1 and 2 is zero, the
results reduce to sufficient coefficient conditions for starlike analytic
w xfunctions. See 4 . There is, however, an interesting difference. In the
analytic case, we also have
X­ zf z .
iuarg f re y 1 s y 1 - 1, z g D , .
­u f z .
so that the values of zf Xrf lie in the subset of the right-half plane
consisting of the disk centered at 1 and having radius 1. For the harmonic
 .case with f of the form 2 ,
­
iuarg f re y 1 .
­u
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny1 n y 1 a e y n q 1 b e r .  .ns2 n ns .
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny11 q  a e q b e r .ns2 n n
2 iu . <  . < < When f z s z y z r2, we get ­r­u arg f re y 1 s 3rr2r 1 y
y3 iu . <e rr2 . Setting u s 0 and letting r ª 1, we see that this last expression
can be as large as 3.
 . 0 ` 2THEOREM 3. For f of the form 3 , f g TK if and only if  n a qH ns2 n
.b F 1.n
Proof. In view of Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, we need only show that
f f TK 0 if the coefficient inequality does not hold. A necessary andH
< <sufficient condition for f to map z s r onto a convex domain is that
­ ­
iuarg f re . 5 /­u ­u
` 2 iny1.u yinq1.u ny11 y  n a e q b e rns2 n ns Re ) 0.
` iny1.u yinq1.u ny1 51 y  n a e y b e rns2 n n
` 2 .If we set u s 0, the last expression is negative for  n a q b ) 1ns2 n n
and r sufficiently close to 1. Hence f f TK 0 , and the proof is complete.H
U 0 < <COROLLARY. If f g T , then f maps z - 1r2 onto a con¨ex domain.H
2 2The result is sharp, with extremal functions z y z r2 and z y z r2.
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 . 0Proof. It suffices to show that 2 f zr2 g TK . We haveH
` `a bn nn n2 f zr2 s z y z y z .  ny1 ny12 2ns2 ns2
and
` `a bn n2n q F n a q b F 1. .  n nny1 ny1 /2 2ns2 ns2
3. EXTREME POINTS
For any compact family, the maximum or minimum of the real part of
any continuous linear functional occurs at one of the extreme points of the
closed convex hull. Since both TU 0 and TK 0 are convex families, we willH H
use the necessary and sufficient coefficient inequalities of Theorems 2 and
3 to determine their extreme points.
 .  .  . n  .THEOREM 4. a Set h z s z, h z s z y z rn n s 2, 3, . . . , and1 n
U 0n .  .g z s z y z , n s 2, 3, . . . . Then f g T if and only if it can be ex-n H
 . `  .pressed in the form f z s  l h q g g , where l G 0, g G 0, l sns1 n n n n n n 1
`  .1 y  l q g G 0, and g s 0. In particular, the extreme points ofns2 n n 1
U 0  4  4T are h and g .H n n
 .  .  . n 2  .  .b Set h z s z, h z s z y z rn n s 2, 3, . . . , and g z s1 n n
n 2 0 .z y z rn n s 2, 3, . . . . Then f g TK if and only if it can be expressed asH
 . `  . `  .f z s  l h q g g , where l G 0, g G 0, l s 1 y  l q g ,ns1 n n n n n n 1 ns2 n n
0  4  4and g s 0. The extreme points of TK and h and g .1 H n n
 .  .Proof. We prove only a . The proof of b follows from Theorem 3 as
 .that of a follows from Theorem 2. Suppose
` ` l gn nn nf z s l h q g g s z y z q z . .  . n n n n  /n nns1 ns2
Then
` `l gn n
n q s l q g s 1 y l F 1, .  n n 1 /n nns2 ns2
and f g TU 0.H
Conversely, if f g TU 0, then a F 1rn and b F 1rn. Set l s na , gH n n n n n
 . `  .s nb n s 2, 3, . . . , l s 1 y  l , and g s 0. Then f z sn 1 ns2 n 1
`  . l h q g g .ns1 n n n n
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4. POSITIVE ORDER
 .We say that f of the form 2 is harmonic starlike of order a , 0 F a - 1,
< <   iu .. < < U 0 . U 0 .for z s r if ­r­u arg f re G a , z s r. Denote by S a and T aH H
the subclasses of SU 0 and TU 0, respectively, that are starlike of order a .H H
Many of our results can be rewritten for functions of positive order. For
 .instance, if we replace 4 with
1 q A z 1 q 1 y 2a w z .  .  .
s , 0 F a - 1,
1 q B z 1 y w z .  .
arguments similar to those already given lead to the following result.
 .THEOREM 5. A sufficient condition for a function f of the form 2 to be
U 0 . `  . < < < <.in S a is that  n y ar1 y a a q b F 1. For a function of theH ns2 n n
 .form 3 , this condition is also necessary.
As in Theorem 4, these necessary and sufficient coefficient conditions
U 0 .  .  .for T a lead to the extreme points, namely h z s z, h z s z yH 1 n
 .  .. n  .  .  . 1 y a r n y a z n s 2, 3, . . . , and g z s z y 1 y a r n yn
n..  .a z n s 2, 3, . . . . Finally, we remark that the corresponding definition
for harmonic convex functions of order a leads to analogous coefficient
bounds and extreme points.
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